Should I take Summer Session?
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Do I Really Need This?

- Unit requirements
- Graduation
- Major & Minor classes (repeating a class, catching up on courses)
- Financial aid package (cost, losing a term of aid)
  - Can I afford it?
  - ~$2000+
- Availability (Job vs School)
  - Do I have the time for it?
- Affected by COVID/online
  - Is it worth it to pay for online classes?
- Community vs. Regular
  - Assist.org
Looking at your progress

➢ Requirements
  ○ What have I accomplished? AP tests
  ○ What do I have left to do?
  ○ DegreeWorks courses
➢ Am I a transfer student?
  ○ Can I finish all requirements in 2 years?
➢ What is my academic timeline?
  ○ Can I graduate with 12-16 units per quarter or do I need to take more units during summer? (Spreading out classes)
Summer Session at a Community College?

- **Deciding on the community college**
  - # of Transferable Classes
    - Assist.org
  - Class and Online Availability
  - Location
  - Price per unit

- **After Picking the Community College**
  - Dual Enrollment
  - Virtual Orientation Session
  - Taking the Semester Class
  - When finished, transfer courses with official transcript from Community College
- Share Screen and display Assist.org
- Show IVC and UCI class catalogue to show it works
- Show your transfer transcript and DegreeWorks to show how it looks after classes are transferred
Our experiences
with Summer Session/College Classes